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No Melt-through at F. Daiichi Unit #2 Suggests the Same with Unit #3 

It can no longer be said that no-one knows where any of the F. Daiichi melted fuel is located. On June 

30th, NHK World reported that the corium (formerly molten and re-solidified fuel core) for unit #2 is in 

the rea tor’s RPV  otto  head.  High-tech muon imaging for unit #2 included the bottom head, 

which was not possible with the earlier imaging for unit #1. NHK reports the still-in-process image now 

sho s a large, la k shado  i side the -inch thick steel bottom head of unit #2, strongly indicating 

that the corium was contained. No melt-through, if you will. 

When the unit #1 imaging was reported, it made major headlines across Japan and many popular news 

outlets world-wide. This was because the image showed, not surprisingly, that the entire unit #1 core 

as go e. Where it e ded up is still a atter of de ate, though it is this reporter’s opi io  that u h, if 
not most of the corium remains pooled inside the unit #1 RPV bottom head. Unfortunately, the 

geometry of the scan for unit #1 could not include the otto  head of the RPV. “o, the o od  k o s 
here it is  rhetori  as part-and-parcel to all news reports, continuing the uncertainty and doubt 

concepts historically common to reporting about nuclear power plants. 

The new unit #2 discovery was reported  o l  o e e s outlet…NHK World. It is o here else to e 
found, neither inside nor outside Japan. We can be reasonably sure that if the unit #2 muon image 

showed the bottom head to be empty, it would have made headlines everywhere; especially in the 

Japa ese press. But, ith the e eptio  of NHK World, the dis o er  of the o tai ed oriu  has ’t see  
the journalistic light of day! 

Finding the re-solidified ass i  the otto  head of u it #  literall  dashes the o od  k o s  
speculations to ashes. We can be assured that we know where the unit #2 fuel core ended up, at the 

er  least. Further, the u it #  dis o er  suggests that u it # ’s oriu  is also ooled a d pooled i side 
its RPV bottom head. 

Here’s h … 

According to operator records, Unit #2 fuel uncovery began at approx. 4:30pm on March 14, and 

remained in a deteriorating condition until 7:54pm. Operator records for unit #3 say fuel uncovery began 

at : a  o  Mar h , a d re o er  started at : a . E e  though u it # ’s ore appears to have 

been uncovered for about 100 minutes more than with unit #2, it seems unlikely that unit #3 would have 

experienced complete melt-through of the otto  head. O  the other ha d, u it # ’s fuel ore as 
probably uncovered for more than 10 hours. Also, with core uncovery beginning about six hours after 

automatic shutdown (SCRAM), unit #1 had a higher decay heat rate than both units #2 and #3. Thus, the 

unit #1 notion of bottom head melt-through remains possible. 

Finding the fuel core of unit #2 remaining inside its RPV, erifies o e of this reporter’s assertio s late i  
2012. (See – Fukushi a Melt-throughs: Fa t or Fi tio  I said that there as o a  that u it #  
experienced a bottom head melt-through, and likely the same for unit #3. My 2012 prediction that unit 

#2 suffered a partial meltdown similar to Three Mile Island now seems incorrect. Unit #2 appears to have 



experienced a full meltdown. The same probably occurred with unit #3, but with no melt-through. 

The point is that any further speculation of bottom head melt-through for F. Daiichi unit #2 must be 

ignored. The Muon imaging proves that it did not happen. Further, speculation of a unit #3 bottom head 

melt-through must be considered questionable. 

Finding the mass of re-solidified corium with the Muon scan of unit #2 is the most significant news to 

come out of F. Daiichi this year. But, there has been an utter lack of Press attention given to the locating 

of u it # ’s oriu . It learl  de o strates that the o l  e s orth  i for atio  is that hi h keeps 

Fukushi a fear, u ertai t , a d dou t FUD  ali e. O e agai , so e good e s  o er i g F. Daii hi 
is i te tio all  ig ored  the orld’s e s edia. 
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